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Zong offers Call & SMS Blocking Service , which provides the function of blocking unpleasant calls, as well as SMS. If you
have received a notification that you have received an unwanted SMS, then by the signal of the blocking service you will be able
to stop unwanted calls. Call & Service blocks unwanted calls and SMS. Often unwanted contacts come from such countries as:
Russia, Ukraine, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan. This service allows you to answer unwanted SMS and calls directly from the
application on Android devices. Here you can block new messages or set the reuse mode. If your phone is locked, you can use

the callback function to resume SMS or calls. This item is set automatically at the set time. You can activate the service of
blocking unwanted calls and SMS only if you are one of the users of the CellChat (Call & Slot Chat) program. Here only you

can change the script with every change. Notifications can come from an IP address or an SMS message: In your region: Russia
Cell Chat user's region: Russia or another region: Your region and other regions: You can always refuse unnecessary calls, SMS

and notifications. Your mobile phone may be locked or action blocked. Mobile networks to which your mobile number is
connected: If you do not want to receive SMS or notifications, please disable this feature. It is possible to block the IP address
through which unwanted messages are received. If your IP address is blocked on the network, then you can disable this action.

Otherwise, you will not be able to use this function. Disable or deactivate the repeat calls or SMS mode. When using this mode,
you will not be able to receive and send calls and messages.
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